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El trabajo presentado muestra un estudio empírico en el que se han 
utilizado diferentes métricas para demostrar que el grado de 
crosscutting de un sistema afecta negativamente a determinados 
atributos de mantenibilidad del sistema. Existen muchos trabajos que 
muestran las bondades de la orientación a aspectos pero son pocos los 
que han demostrado de manera empírica la necesidad de este 
paradigma. Además, aquellos que lo han hecho se han centrado 
principalmente en fases de implementación, por lo que hasta la 
publicación de este trabajo, no existían trabajos que demostraran estas 
evidencias en etapas tempranas, como a nivel de requisitos.  
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Summary 

Maintainability is one of the most essential quality attributes as maintenance tasks 
consume a high proportion of the total effort spent in the software life cycle. A signif-
icant impediment to maintenance is the level of interconnection between modules. 
Crosscutting is a special kind of relationship that generates undesired non-syntactical 
interactions between modules, e.g. it has been observed that changeability and stabil-
ity attributes are often negatively affected by the presence of crosscutting. However, 
most of the systematic studies about crosscutting concentrate on the analysis of source 
code, when architectural decisions have already been made and there is little or no 
knowledge about how characteristics of crosscutting concerns, observable in early 
artifacts, are correlated with maintainability. The goal of this paper is to understand 
how the presence of crosscutting concerns affects changeability and stability of soft-
ware artifacts at requirements level. As the problem of crosscutting concerns is usual-
ly described in terms of scattering and tangling, the following main research question 
(MRQ) drove our research method: 

MRQ: How do scattering, tangling and crosscutting affect the requirements 
maintainability?  

To address this main research question, the following sub-questions (RQ1 – RQ3) 
were considered and analyzed taking as case studies three Software Product Lines: 
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• RQ1: Are the features with the highest degrees of scattering, tangling and 
crosscutting more difficult to change?  

• RQ2: Are the features with the highest degrees of scattering, tangling and 
crosscutting more unstable?  

• RQ3: Is there any relationship between the number of feature dependen-
cies of a SPL and their degree of scattering, tangling and crosscutting? If 
so, how do feature dependencies affect changeability and stability?  

The analysis presented in this paper was performed through a threefold empirical 
study where new concern metrics were defined to relate modularity with maintainabil-
ity attributes, namely changeability, stability and feature dependencies. This analysis 
made a number of research and practical contributions summarized as follows.  

First, to address RQ1, a new metric was introduced that assesses the impact set of a 
change in a feature. The analysis provided an estimation of the impact of a feature 
change before carrying out the change, showing evidences that there exists a correla-
tion between the degree of scattering and crosscutting, and the changeability of SPL 
features. We showed that the higher the degree of scattering, tangling or crosscutting 
for a feature is, the wider impact a change in such a feature has. This is particular 
useful not only at early stages of development but also for deployed systems that re-
quire maintenance changes. Moreover, the new metric for change impact provides 
interesting information about traceability in the form of links affected by the change. 

Second, to address the research question RQ2, a new analysis provided evidence 
that more unstable features are those with higher degree of scattering, tangling and 
crosscutting. We empirically observed that the higher the degree of scattering, tan-
gling or crosscutting of a feature, the less stable the software artifacts that implement 
the feature are. The way of computing stability and changeability was slightly differ-
ent. On one hand, the analysis of stability was carried out after the changes have oc-
curred (“a posteriori”). On the other hand, the analysis of changeability showed how 
the impact of a change could be anticipated before the change occurs (“a priori”). The 
results obtained by both analyses have consistently shown that the features with a 
higher impact set were also those implemented by more unstable use cases (and, of 
course, with a higher degree of crosscutting).  

To address RQ3, a third analysis provided insights that the more dependencies 
among features of a SPL, the higher the degree of crosscutting of these features and, 
consequently, affecting negatively changeability and stability of SPLs. In order to 
assess these dependencies, a concern interlacing metric was used and adapted to be 
used at the requirements level showing that concern interlacing is also correlated to 
change impact and instability. 

Finally, by using SPLs as our target cases, the three analyses supported the need 
for identifying crosscutting features independently of their nature (mandatory or 
variable). This conclusion is contrary to the works that propose modelling only 
variable features using aspect-oriented techniques. On the contrary, variable features 
may be also implemented in modular components and they do not need to be always 
defined as crosscutting concerns.  

 


